
Statewide Academic Council Agenda 

November 15, 2012, 9:30 am to 12:30 pm 

Audio: 1-800-893-8850 PIN# 9740910 

Present – Susan Henrichs, Rick Caulfield, Dan Montieth, Cathy Cahill, Mark Myers, Helena Wisneski, 
Gwen Gruenig and Adam Watson, Elisha Baker, Robert Boekman 
 

1. Approval of the summary of the 10.18.12 meeting – Dana Thomas 
 Attachment - Approved 

 
2. Research report at the December Board meeting – Mark Myers 

 Attachment – Request from regent Powers and Heckman for UA research summary – 
how are we performing in this area and what is the capacity.  Helena has not had a chance to 
comment on the draft report and requested the opportunity to do so.  Mark emphasized the 
need to compare UA performance to peers with a consistent measure (even if it is not a 
comprehensive count for the institutions).  The report includes a discussion of undergraduate 
research, creative endeavors, and looking to the future.  Looking forward is challenging.  Report 
paints an accurate picture and indicates that research is alive and well in all the institutions.  It is 
objective among the institutions.  A sentence that Helena objected to has been removed.  
Helena will return feedback to Mark and Susan by Monday.  Whether this should be a report 
versus a presentation was discussed; SAC suggested that submission as a report was preferred if 
possible.  Susan requested final feedback by Monday close of business. 
 

3. Proposed new center at UAF: Alaska - Center for unmanned Aircraft systems Research Test and 
Evaluation  (A-CARTE) – Mark Myers 
 Attachment – is there consideration about the possible decommissioning of Eielson Air 
Force Base? – Mark indicated that yes, this has been discussed and even if F-16’s moved away, 
the Air Force is supportive of more UAS use of the base.  Will there be a more complete center 
creation proposal with a budget, cover sheet, etc.?  Concern about the base being shut down 
and its impact on long term viability was discussed.  SAC wanted to see a more complete 
proposal prior to approval.   Proposal needs to be better fleshed out.  No funding is requested.   
 

4. 10:30 am:  5-year plan for community and technical education – Fred Villa 
What the plan is and what its impact is.  A 5-year plan is required to receive Carl Perkins funding 
– with one plan for UA versus one for each institution.  Plan is vetted through career and 
technical directors and campus directors.  It is time to draft a new 5-year plan, vet it, and get it 
approved by department of education for use in getting these funds.  Mary Lou Madden will 
again draft the new plan and get it to SAC in the spring for review and comment.  Point of 
contact for each MAU – Fred intends to use the statewide workforce development committee 
for input – this was announced at the campus directors meeting.     
 

5. The Alaska NASA EPSCoR Program – Denise Thorsen 

This has been has been officially funded for the next three years ($125k/year).  The website 

( http://nasaepscor.alaska.edu ) is under development.  Soon there will be an announcement of the 

http://nasaepscor.alaska.edu/


pre-proposal solicitation for the 2013 NASA EPSCoR CAN (see http://nasaepscor.alaska.edu/CAN ) 

and the solicitations for the RID Seed Grants and RID Travel Grants are being planned. 

UA Statewide has provided required match for this program in the past, but that is no longer possible.  

So, MAUs that want to participate will need to help with the match. 

How do you want me to solicit proposals and how do we deal with the match issue at UAA and 
UAS.  A tripartite position with a 30% research workload can use this portion of their contract as 
the in-kind match.  Can we schedule another time to discuss?  Denise can travel to other 
institutions to discuss details of how match can be addressed – she will work with UAS and UAA 
about this.   
 

6. Outcome Measures for Strategic Direction Initiative Themes – Dana Thomas, Gwen Gruenig 
  See measures list at the end of this agenda.  A special session on this issue will occur on 
Nov. 29th 2-3pm. 
 

7. Common format for Program Review reporting – Bear Baker  
Will have ready for December SAC meeting.  The format will be a one page overview with one or 
two page detail indicating programs on probation. 

 

8. E-Learning Report to Board– Dana Thomas 
UAA and UAS have submitted their summaries; waiting for the UAF.  
eLearning will be a full board report not just A&SA.   

 

9. E-learning section in Policy and Regulation (10-04) – Karl Kowalski 
 Attachment (to original agenda) 
University of Wisconsin policy and regulations was used as a model for the revisions that were 
suggested.  Most programs offered by eLearning are also offered in person and students often 
migrate between these modalities.  Academic Master Plan addresses eLearning to some degree 
and that discussion resulted in some process changes.  General consensus was that we keep 
policy on eLearning brief and emphasize student support services, e.g., advising, financial aid, 
library and information resources access, etc.   
 

10. Discussion of President’s Proposal to make all GERs free online – All 
 This would just be the course content; no support or instructor interaction.  Susan 
indicated that a syllabus alone will not meet the president’s intent; the president would like to 
students to be able to self-study or dual-credit approach with K-12.  We could use AP, CLEP, 
other assessment process, or the co-instructor.  Rick - transparency about college curriculum is a 
good thing and UAS is generally doing this but most would not know where to find it.  Does 
Alaska need its own Khan academy to provide the link between content and culture for high 
school content?  We have plenty to do.  Bear – president will pursue additional funding to put 
together culturally relevant content for K-12 teachers and their students – president’s 
perspective is evolving on this.   Robert – fundamentally about student success and timely 
completion – helping students at the high school level are well prepared.  Focus on math, 
reading and English to begin with.  Recommended that we focus on entry points like math 107 
and English 111 that are essential to success in college; anthropology 100 and the like is not 
needed for this effort.   Encourage high schools across the state to administer ACCUPLACER in 

http://nasaepscor.alaska.edu/CAN


Junior year so students know where they are in college math and English and what they need to 
do to prepare for post secondary. 
 
What is progress on alignment of GERs among MAUs?  Cathy indicated that alliance will support 
math and English for common placement and publish it; discussion about what is collegiate or 
not will occur later.  Robert noted VPAA request for clear statement of intended outcomes and 
purpose of the AACU institute planned for January.  He has solicited feedback on these.  AACU is 
set up to provide institute that January 11-12 at UAA with 10 people from each MAU – needs 
community campus representation.  
 

11. Online math to assist students in meeting APS requirements - Saichi 

     Attachment – request came from DEED but ACPE was in the meeting and was 
supportive of the request. The intent is that UA would help provide opportunities for students to qualify 
for APS is the intent.  What UA courses could help qualify students for APS especially in math.  There is 
currently only one UAS math course on the list. Please send Saichi feedback on what courses do we 
want on the list and concerns about this list by close of business on November 30; please use the 
spreadsheet that Susan distributed that was based on Victor Zinger’s work. 

Background: 
 
In late September I [Saichi] attended two meetings in Juneau both regarding the Alaska Performance 
Scholarship.  The first was an annual update provided by ACPE on the APS program; the other was at the 
DEED Offices in which staff there are requesting help from UA to develop a matrix of math courses 
offered at UA that a high school student could take to fulfill one or more of the math requirements for the 
performance scholarship.  The request to SAC involves the development of this matrix. 
 
 
Request: 
 
The Dept. of Education (the State DOE) has asked for some assistance in developing a list of UA math 
courses that a student could take and complete that would also help fulfill the math requirements for the 
Alaska Performance Scholarship (APS). 
 
I am attaching a list from DEED that indicates the UA math courses they have reviewed.  They have 
indicated on the list (from their perspective) which UA math courses could in fact qualify as APS level 
courses.  The next step is in aligning the high school courses required for the Alaska Performance 
Scholarship (APS) and classes that could be taken at UA. 
 
Toward that end I have taken - as examples - work from Victor Zinger's CTM3 Project and plugged them 
into the DEED list. Ultimately, DEED is looking for corresponding UA courses for the following high school 
courses (i.e. the requirements for the APS: 
 
 o algebra I  
 o algebra II  
 o geometry  
 o trigonometry  
 o pre-calculus  
 o calculus  
 o calculus II  
 o statistics  

 



Closing comments 

Susan – A-CARTE discussion – full center proposal to come simultaneously to VPAA and SAC for 
quick feedback.  

 

Rick – one page on GER AACU institute needed for distribution to regents.  Robert will prepare a 
one-page summary for this purpose.  
 

ATTACHMENT: Proposed SDI Metrics 

A) MAU Accreditation Indicators: 

More than 70 different measures in use among UAA, UAF and UAS, with these in common: 

•Learning outcomes, 

•Persistence, 

•Graduation, 

•Continuing Education, and Employment total and in high demand job areas, 

•Faculty, and Student creative output (publications, etc.), and 

•Partnerships with local entities and private partners. 

 

B)  Metric Sets from Association of Governing Boards (AGB) with some extras: 

ENROLLMENT 

Acceptance Rate 

Yield Rate 

Percentage Male/Female 

First-Time freshman SAT 25th and 75th Percentile scores 

Top 10 Percent of High School Class 

Freshman to Sophomore Retention Rate 

Fall Headcount 

 

ATTAINMENT 

Six-Year Graduation Rate 

Total Degrees Awarded 

Proportion of Graduates Using Degree (Broader Definition fall 2012) 

 

FINANCE 

Endowment per Student FTE 

Assets (Endowment minus Debt) per Student FTE 

Revenues per Student FTE 

Expenditures per Student FTE 

Percentage Full-Time Students 

Sources of Outright Giving 

Alumni Participation Rate 

 

 

ACADEMICS - EMPLOYMENT 

Faculty Salaries Compared with AAUP 80th Percentile for Carnegie Classification 

Percentage Increase for Continuing Faculty 

Percentage Full-Time Faculty with Tenure 
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Percentage Full-Time Faculty on Tenure Track 

Ratio of Student FTE to Instructional Faculty FTE 

 

QUALITY (ACADEMIC) 

Ratio of Student FTE to Faculty and Staff FTE 

Composition of Faculty and Staff FTE 

Proportion Core Classes Taught by Adjuncts/grad students 

Proportion of Core Classes with More Than 100 Students Enrolled 

Proportion of baccalaureate graduates completing subsequent graduate/professional program 

 

RESEARCH 

Grant-Funded Research Expenditures 

Alaska-Related Grant-Funded Research Expenditures 

Research Grant Proposal Ratio 

 

NGF/GF Ratio 

Percentage of Graduate Students Supported by Grants 

 

C)  Working list of metrics by SDI Theme Area: 

 

Theme 1:  Productive Partnerships With Alaska’s Schools 

–Preparation and Placement 

•Percent of students placed into remedial coursework 

•APS eligibility 

•Entering students needing remediation and time to completion of first collegiate course  

•Dual enrollment & tech prep 

•K-12 academy participation and outcomes, i.e. attend and complete post-secondary training 

–Teacher Preparation 

•Enrollment (input), Graduates/major (output ratio) 

•Preparation 

•Attainment (graduates & licensure) 

• Placement 

•Retention 

 

 

Theme 2:  Student Achievement & Attainment 

–Proportion of students completing a FASFA form 

–Enrollment 

–Attainment (attainment per enrolled?) 

    •Within UA 

    •National Student Clearing House 

–Transfers 

–Subsequent degrees  

–e-Learning 

–Graduates 

–Student survey, graduate survey 

    •Including co-curricular activities (NSSE, CCSSE, Noel-Levitz, Survey of UA Graduates) 

–Quality 

    •Specialized accreditation status 
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    •Proportion of General Education Coursework taught by Adjuncts/Grad Students 

    •Proportion of General Education Course Sections Larger than 100 

 

Theme 3:  Productive Partnerships With Alaska’s Public and Private Industries 

–High demand job enrollment and graduates 

–Certification rates in areas where those exist? 

–Noncredit 

–University course and program support 

–Additional Outreach ? 

 

Theme 4:  Research & Development to Build and Sustain Alaska’s Economic Growth and 

Enhance Communities 

•Externally-funded research 

    –How can internal, unrestricted expenditures in support of research be opt imized? 

•Creative Activity (Faculty & Students) 

    –Publications, Shows…. 

    –Quality – service on national, international boards? 

 

Theme 5:  Accountability to the People of Alaska 

–Finance & Administrative Effectiveness measures [Feedback PENDING from SALT] 

–Efficiencies 

    •Programs with less than 5 graduates in 5 years 

    •Research centers with fewer than X publications/faculty 

    •Outreach programs with few or no documentable outcomes? 

    •Net cost? 

–Student Loan Debt 
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